Quick Start - Graphic Button Overview

MOTORIZED ROLL FILM KEYBOARD CONTROL
The motorized roll film controller provides precision control and position of the microfilm with easy to see on screen controls.

High Speed Rewind Pull carrier forward to open the glass. Then, DOUBLE CLICK the Rewind button to rewind your film.

High Speed Pull carrier forward to open the glass. Then, CLICK and hold for High Speed Reverse or High Speed Forward.

Fast CLICK and hold to Fast Reverse or Fast Forward the film (carrier must be closed).

Scroll CLICK, hold, and drag Scroll button for Slow speed control, Reverse or Forward (carrier must be closed).

Scroll Lock CLICK the Scroll Lock button, then CLICK and drag the scroll button for the desired speed. The scroll button will remain at that position. CLICK Stop to release.

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS:
MOTORIZED ROLL FILM SHORTCUT

Press and hold the keys for slow film movement and tap the to increase/decrease film speed.

Press and hold the keys or keys for fast film movement (speed doubles when the film carrier is pulled all the way forward.)

Press keys to rewind film (requires that the film carrier is pulled all the way forward).

Crop The Crop Box (dotted green box) always appears on the view screen. CLICK inside the Crop Box and drag it to a new location. CLICK and drag on any handle to resize the rectangular shape.

Custom Crop CLICK inside the Crop Box and drag it to a new location. CLICK and drag on any handle to resize the rectangular shape. RIGHT CLICK on a corner handle and drag to create an irregular custom shape.